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CASE SUBMISSION FORM FOR INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP
NOTE: Please use this form for Quality – Biovigilance Cases                                                                         

Case submitted by: (Name)

Organisation: Country:

Type of tissue donor (mark):  Living donor     Organ and tissue donor     Only tissue donor 

Tissues/Cells involved (mark)  Organs        Tissues      Cells       Reproductive:

Please send completed forms to anavarro@bst.cat and cristina.pintus@iss.it.

What happened? What was wrong?
Please describe the case, providing the critical information needed for discussion

For an unforeseen event associated with procurement, processing, storage or distribution, describe 
what happened, when, how and who detected the event.

For an adverse occurrence to a tissue recipient or donor please provide: Who was harmed, time to 
detection, alerting signals, symptoms, evidence of occurrence, imputability,severity
Apply impact matrix



Please send completed forms to anavarro@bst.cat and cristina.pintus@iss.it.

How did you investigate the case?
Was it easy?

Please describe why this case was challenging

Did you implement corrective or preventive actions to your quality system? Explain them

If it was a quality case? Did you inform the involved personnel in your tissue bank or just solved the 
problem?

If it was a vigilance case, did you inform the competent authority? Why?( yes or not)

Is it now considered that the correct decisions were made or you would do something different?

What were the key learning points of the case?

Did any policies/procedures change as a result of the review of this case?
(please describe)



Please send completed forms to anavarro@bst.cat and cristina.pintus@iss.it.

Are you willing to present this case and its outcome at the workshop?
If not, please provide the name of someone from your organisation who will present it, or indicate that 
it should be presented by one of the workshop facilitators.

 YES   NO 

Note: the workshop leader will prepare 1-2 slides summarising the information you have provided here 
or we can use the slides you will attached). 
There is also the chance to provide cases without informing the audience about the name of the country 
or tissue bank involved; we will need though the full information about the case. 
If it is an interesting case, and we don’t have a similar case in the 
www.notifylibrary.org, we will ask you the permission to publish the case in this library.

It is possible that a selection of these cases will be published on the EATB website, or elsewhere, at a 
future date.
Please indicate if you agree to this case being included. Individual banks will not be identified in this 
write up but you would participate as an author in any publication including your case.

 YES   NO 


